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	Today we want to review the basic elements or components of collaboration and talk about how our founders—working together—gave witness to each of those elements.  We want to see if history links to contemporary experience.  Did their holiness inform their practical ways?  If so, can we emulate their approaches in our collaborations? 



Focus on the “mission”

Rechristianize France (later Europe and the 
World)
Obstacles
Distractions 
“Mission creep”

Sense of “call” or good purpose
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	Mission or core purpose for doing what they did was central to the ways each founder organized projects, programs, and foundations.  Their common mission was nothing less than the re-Christianization of all of France.  By the time of Blessed Chaminade’s death, the Marianist Family was in various parts of Europe and America.  Chaminade said this about the mission of Marianists:	“Ours is a great work, a magnificent work.  If it is universal, it is because we are missionaries of Mary, who has said to us, “Do whatever He tells you.”  Yes, all of us are missionaries; each one of us has received from the Blessed Virgin a commission to work at the salvation of our brothers and sisters in the world.”	 It was seemingly impossible to do this in France given the effects of the French Revolution (anticlericalism), the size of France, the mountains and the condition of roads and rivers, and the ages of two of the three founders.  Also there was some antagonism from the local pastors—most wanted to rebuild the churches and dioceses in traditional forms. Chaminade did not see this approach as his mission—he said new times call for new methods.  His new methods were working and it caused some jealousy and perceived competition among the traditional pastors.	The certitude that this mission was given by a special call resulted in a discipline to focus and to overcome all the obstacles.	 There were also many serious needs after 10 years of revolution—the founders had to focus and avoid what today we call “mission creep.”  We see this particularly with Marie Thérèse’s work among the prostitutes of Bordeaux—more on that later.



Coordination

To act in harmonious combination
Chance to contribute
Awareness of the larger picture

Special attributes of each
William Joseph Chaminade 

Pragmatist with a Vision
Adèle de Batz de Trenquelléon

Aristocrat for the Poor
Marie Thérèse de Lamourous

Firm of Hand, Loving of Heart
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	Coordinate means “to combine in harmonious relation or action.”  The special talents of each founder are captured by a chief biographer of each—Father Joseph Stefanelli, SM.  (Refer to slide).  There were three very different people.	 Blessed Chaminade was the hub, but decisions were often made around mission in concert with the other two founders.  Each had—in modern terms—skills sets and intuitions.	Chaminade had specialized knowledge: the inner workings of the Church and Church leaders—Canon law, new insight into Mary’s mission, Scripture, and group processes.  He was the main source of inspiration.	Marie Thérèse was hands-on; finances and fund-raising were ordinary tasks for her and her works.  She had many local contacts—both lay and priests—within Bordeaux.  She was entrepreneurial—an example was her income producing businesses for the women at the Miséricorde.  Her wisdom of the ways of the world and her courage added to the collaboration.	Adèle was a natural networker and had a passion to help the poor.  Her energy—despite frequent bouts of ill health and the intensity and passion in her personality—were applied to her spiritual life and her initiatives toward helping others deepen their spiritual life and commitment to good works.   	The women were founders in their own right—they found ways to “blend” the Association and the Miséricorde with the common work of building the Sodalities. They were able to preserve the integrity of their foundations by setting up overlapping memberships.



Creativity

Marie Thérèse de Lamourous: Director of Miséricorde 
(structured to foster dignity)

Adèle: Cher Project (overcoming limits of geography; 
today’s blog)

Blessed Chaminade: Bordeaux Sodality (adaptation 
for the times)
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	Creativity, with its ingenuity, is a factor for good collaboration.  Inventiveness and resourcefulness are hallmarks of creativity. Each of the founders was extremely inventive and resourceful.  They “infected” each other, as it were, with the contagion of good each exhibited.	Read slide: The Bordeaux Sodality was based on the communities of the early Church.  Chaminade knew the paradigm shift of the French Revolution and took values that were compatible with Christianity into his planning. He employed organization wisdom that was ahead of its time—we see some of his methods now incorporated into modern management theory and practice. He was prudent—he avoided conflicts with parishes by the way he scheduled the gatherings for the Sodality.	Read slide: The Miséricorde had a policy of “come freely, stay freely,” and was organized in such a way that much of the day-to-day experience and interactions were based on a community model.  There were no artificial privileges for staff. To some, the policies around who could be admitted seemed heartless, but it was Marie Thérèse’s  understanding of how to do the best for those she could take—to take everyone would have made it impossible to do much. 	Read slide:  Adèle’s letters were circulated to members of her Association all over France.  People would add notes on as these circulated (like comments to our modern day blogs).  Also, she put Acts—short spiritual inspirations—at the head of each letter to provide a spiritual context for each letter.



Cooperation

Adèle: Issue of cloister; assists with SM coming to 
Agen

Father Chaminade: Fund raising, sacramental 
supports, and retreats

Marie Thérèse: Ladies of the Retreat and setting up 
first FMI convent
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	To cooperate—to work together—was evident among our founders in the ways they not only shared the God-centered aspects of their spiritual lives, but also in the manner they joined forces around concrete tasks.		To each point on the slide, add	As they lived and worked so close to one another, Marie Thérèse and Chaminade were partners in the growth and development of the Bordeaux Sodality.  Further, Chaminade was very supportive to the works at the Miséricorde.  He was part of a group that helped raise funds throughout the diocese and France to finance the shelter.  He was officially designated by the bishop as the ecclesial superior to the Miséricorde—which meant he was often there to celebrate Eucharist and give sacraments, as well as to advise Marie Thérèse on issues involving the residents and their faith journeys. 	With Adèle, he helped with writing the Constitutions for the FMI (the manual/rule book); he travelled as often as possible to conduct retreats for the sisters; he maintained constant communication through letters to advise Adèle  on personnel assignments, the formation of the new sisters, and  the challenges of leadership.	 Marie Thérèse started exchanging letters with Adèle right after Chaminade came to know of Adèle and her work.  They were the liaisons—back and forth—between the women’s section of the Bordeaux Sodality and the women’s lay communities in Adèle’s part of France.  They advised one another and cooperated in finding ways to bring the women together over distance—either through letters or retreats in accessible locations.   	It was Marie Thérèse  who Chaminade sent to Adèle to help organize the first convent. She arrived in Agen the same day that Adèle and the first members of the FMI did.  She stayed for six weeks and set up the space and the routines of religious life.  It was she that Chaminade commissioned to find the right “superior” as Adèle had indicated she was not the appropriate person.  However, after living with Adèle for six weeks, Marie Thérèse .determined that Adèle would be the best choice. 	Adèle brought the concern for the poor to the table.  This wasn’t easy to do as church law required cloister for women religious.  Chaminade went to bat for Adèle with the local bishop and came up with an ingenious “detour” from the law—under obedience to the superior, the sisters could leave the convent to teach the poor girls of the region.  It was Adèle who convinced Chaminade that the sisters could both live the intensity of religious life and do service.   	She also was instrumental in bringing a community of the brothers to Agen to open a school for poor boys in the area. 	So, lots of cooperation to expand the Marianist Family and solidify the ministries.



Communication

Imagine! No telegraph, telephone, email, 
Facebook, or tweets!
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	It was no easy task to communicate.  When Blessed Chaminade was in exile, he and Marie Thérèse wrote frequently, but their letters often had to be carried by trusted friends.  Letters between Bordeaux and Agen—sixty miles apart and separated by a river—were often not received in a timely manner—some just didn’t make it. 	They did amazingly well at staying in touch given the limits.  Travel between Bordeaux and Agen was difficult and all three had periods of poor health.  They did see each other, but, rarely.



Practice and Trust

Marie Thérèse and Chaminade 1794‐1836 (40 + years)

Adèle and Chaminade 1808‐1828 (20 years)

Marie Thérèse and Adèle 1808‐1828 (20 years)
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	The dynamic among our founders was truly a model for great collaboration.  Over the many years they figured out ways to maintain the distinct roles they each had within the foundations, but the also knew each other well and were able to draw on one another’s strengths and gifts.  They practiced ways to get beyond the limits we’ve mentioned.  They stretched one another—which could only work because they so trusted one another.  They reinforced each other’s commitments to the common vision. 	It was only because of Marie Thérèse’s expertise in finances that Chaminade was able to start the ministry of education.  Adèle was able to begin the Daughters of Mary because of Chaminade’s wise counsel   Marie Thérèse was able to continue her dual responsibilities at the Miséricorde and the Sodality because she trusted in the support she received—financial and spiritual—from Adèle and Chaminade.



Reliance on the Presence of God and 
Confidence in Mary’s Mantle

Blessed Chaminade, “Do whatever he tells you.” 

Marie Thérèse, “Seek first the Reign of God and its 
righteousness and all else will be given to you.”

Adèle, “God alone.” 
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	Earlier, we characterized the founders’ work as a “seemingly impossible venture.” God had to be present to these three people.  Each of the three collaborated to support, guide, and pray for the others.  Some examples.  	How could the fear, loneliness, and isolation of exile be turned around by Chaminade for time to pray, reflect, and dream about Mary’s mission? 	How else can we explain that Adèle’s mom was in the same place at the same time as someone who knew Chaminade and his work and the similarities in their projects were discovered? 	How in the world did Marie Thérèse overcome her repulsion to the prostitutes and spend the rest of her life living among these women and serving them every day? 	Why did bread appear on the doorstep after she knocked on the tabernacle door and told Jesus he needed to do something fast? 	How else could Chaminade make jokes while the police were interrogating him? 	How else would the foundations have survived despite illness, lack of adequate financial support, government interventions, departures or deaths of early members, suspicious pastors, etc.? 	Refer to slide:  God was, indeed, busy, but these three had to be open and receptive to God’s presence.



What Resonates?

Source of Inspiration for collaboration?

Source of Energy for partnerships?

Source of Wisdom for working well together?
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Please reflect on the three statements above.  Can you identify ways you and your community members find inspiration, energy, and wisdom from one another?  What in your own personal spiritual life assists with efforts at collaboration?  Where, in past efforts, with other groups or communities, have you found sources for what collaboration demands?
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